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nasbp brought value to surety professionals in 2010

“Understanding that the recession would continue in 2010, the NASBP 
leadership authorized a proactive plan for NASBP to strengthen its 
community, enhance its outreach and communications, and build its 
advocacy capabilities. Challenging times require extraordinary  
efforts; we knew we had to accomplish more, not less. The NASBP  
SmartBrief, the SuretyConnect online networking hub, the Legislative 
Fly-in, the Sales Workshop, the National Dues Program, and  
Virtual Seminars on so many timely, critical topics, among other 
offerings and accomplishments, stand as testaments to our hard work. 
My thanks to our skillful leaders, volunteers, and staff, who aptly 
demonstrated their selfless dedication throughout the year to serving 
the interests of surety professionals and to bringing them the highest 
return on their dues investment in NASBP.”

Mark h. Mccallum, nasbp ceO

nasbp powerful networking resources 
gave surety professionals access
“Some of the greatest benefits of NASBP membership are NASBP’s 
unique networking opportunities. In minutes, I can post a message 
to a NASBP e-group on SuretyConnect and have answers and 
perspectives from colleagues all over the U.S. The value in being 
able to access that expert industry experience in that small amount 
of time is priceless.”

J. spencer Miller, schwartz brothers insurance agency, inc.

Launched a new web site with a private business-networking hub,  3

called SuretyConnect. The NASBP membership now has online access 
to an immense bank of knowledge and resources through e-group 
discussions, other communities, and resources.
Provided NASBP surety professionals multiple forums to meet with the  3

top leaders and thinkers in the industry. NASBP’s Annual Meeting and 
Regional Meetings are NASBP’s longstanding venues of meetings and 
activities where surety professionals and colleagues engage in 
thoughtful face-to-face discussions about the surety product, the 
surety industry, and client concerns.

“I attended two of the Regional Meetings this year. The invaluable 
education and networking opportunities provided at these Regional 
Meetings enhance my contributions not only to my company but 
also to our industry. I also participated on the NASBP Region 4 
Steering committee meeting and was impressed by the committee’s 
leadership, passion and advocacy for the industry as well as their 
efforts and ideas on improving NASBP.”

Matthew curran, cna surety
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Offered the young leaders of the Association, the 5-15 Leadership Circle,  3

direct access to the personal insights and perspectives of top industry 
executives, such as the President of Surety at The Hanover Insurance 
Group. Quarterly conference calls like these offered the group a comfort-
able setting to ask questions and learn from key leaders in the industry.
Delivered the Winter and Summer sessions of NASBP’s renowned  3

William J. Angell Surety School where long-lasting friendships among 
classmates are established and often become valuable industry 
connections. A total of 239 students attended and benefitted from  
this unique learning experience.

“The 5-15 Leadership Circle offers the young leaders of the industry 
a chance to interface and interact with leading surety professionals 
on the agency side and the underwriting side at Association events 
as well as share their experiences with other high potential surety 
professionals with similar years of experience.”

John rindt, JDW insurance

nasbp advocacy efforts protected the 
surety product
“The NASBP is a phenomenal advocate for our industry. The 
professionals on staff are an invaluable asset in the promotion of 
our product and enforcing the use of bonds. I recently came upon 
an issue where a school district was waiving the statutory bonding 
requirement and requested NASBP assistance with this matter. 
NASBP was quick to respond and along with other industry 
advocates was able to rectify the situation.”

scott hoffman, First niagara risk Management, inc.

Opposed efforts to waive bonds. Persuaded the New York State Education  3

Department to rescind the award of a contract that would have illegally 
waived a payment bond. NASBP’s letter helped to convince the school 
district to re-open the bid requiring the bidder to obtain the necessary 
statutory bonding requirements. In another case, NASBP drafted a response 
to an article that appeared in the San Francisco Bay View in which the 
author stated, “local governments should waive bid bonds.” NASBP’s 
response described the importance of the surety bond product and 
NASBP’s commitment in supporting public and private programs to benefit 
small, minority, and emerging construction companies.
Increased 55 Capitol Hill legislators’ awareness of the surety product and of  3

surety professionals’ interests by organizing the NASBP Fly-in Day where the 
membership met with their members of Congress and had an opportunity to 
speak with them again at the reception NASBP arranged on Capitol Hill 
that evening. NASBP created a written list of issues taken from NASBP’s 
Government Relations Agenda to provide as a “leave behind” document.

“NASBP’s legislative efforts gained additional momentum this year 
with increased attendance at the Legislative Fly-in, and continuation 
of our Every Day is Advocacy Day program. The Fly-in was an 
excellent chance for those who may have visited the Hill before to 
team up with many who have never visited Congressional offices 
and go together to deliver our message to members and staffers 
alike. The program featured five key policymakers, helped us to 
organize our thoughts and strategies and provided an educational 
and enthusiastic send off for our visits.”

thomas padilla, Manuel lujan insurance, inc.
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Educated various government agency staff and federal contracting  3

officers about the benefits of the surety bond product. NASBP staff 
made a presentation on the fundamentals of surety bonding at a small 
business summit of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Office 
of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization (OSDBU) where over 
60 staff from DOT branch offices attended. The NASBP officers and 
staff made a similar presentation to 120 staff of the branch offices of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Rural Development Service. The group 
consisted of field staff of engineers and architects working throughout 
the country who oversee federal grant funds given to rural communities 
for infrastructure development. NASBP staff also met with decision-
makers at the Housing and Urban Development (HUD), U.S. Small 
Business Administration (SBA), and the U.S. Department of State, 
Bureau of Overseas Buildings Operations.
Energized and engaged members of the NASBP Government Relations  3

Committee to provide grassroots support for the Association at the 
state and federal level using the Association’s resources, including the 
State Government Affairs Representatives group and the online 
discussion e-groups.
Advanced the relationships NASBP has established through member  3

contacts with members of Congress. NASBP staff met with many 
members of Congress on issues that arose throughout the year, such as 
prohibiting the practice of improper contract bundling on federal 
construction projects and the need for legislation that excludes the 
Federal Miller Act from inflationary increases. NASBP also met with 
legislators to reiterate the importance of the surety bond product and 
the protection it offers.
Advocated for legislative changes to the DC Green Building Act, including  3

a discussion with the Senior Policy Officer for the District of Columbia 
Department of the Environment, Stella Tarney. She indicated that her 
office would entertain NASBP’s suggested changes for the introduction 
of legislation to repeal or to amend the performance bond requirement 
contained in the Act that NASBP views as fundamentally flawed.

nasbp fought to preserve bond require-
ments and to eliminate adverse policies 
“When we were involved in a GSA bid requiring the 20-years 
efficiency and warranty guarantees to be covered by the perfor-
mance bond, the NASBP quickly reviewed the circumstances and 
stepped into action to assist us in rectifying the inappropriate 
request. NASBP reached out to various resources as well as writing 
a surety industry position letter to the GSA to promote additional 
consideration, appeal the situation and to address the need to 
change any similar future contract terms. The NASBP leadership 
and staff are clearly active advocates for our industry and the needs 
of our clients.”

robert F. bobo, lockton companies, llc

Launched a campaign to voice concern with the Financial Accounting  3

Standards Board (FASB) proposal on revenue-recognition that would  
significantly and negatively effect the preparation of contractors’ financial 
statements. NASBP collaborated with its strategic partners, Surety & Fidelity 
Association of America (SFAA) and Construction Financial Management 
Association (CFMA), to submit comment letters with similar points of 
concern to the proposed revenue recognition standard that follows a 
performance-obligation model rather than the accepted percentage-of-
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completion model. NASBP also provided a model letter to the 
membership that articulated the immense burden the proposal would 
place on the industry. NASBP educated the membership on the issue by 
providing a virtual seminar presented by an expert on the topic and by 
a NASBP member serving on a task force analyzing the topic. NASBP 
also distributed written materials, including comment letters and copies 
of the proposal, via email and the NASBP web site.
Engaged the membership in a campaign to shape accounting standards  3

that would have serious repercussions for construction firms that 
participate in multiemployer pension plans. NASBP secured legal 
counsel to present an educational program to the membership 
describing the International Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB) and 
Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (FASB) proposed rules on the 
topic. NASBP researched the impact of these proposals on clients of 
NASBP’s membership and collaborated with industry groups, such as 
Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) and the Mechanical 
Contractors Association of America (MCAA) on the appropriate responses 
to the three IASB/FASB proposals and then articulated these in letters 
to IASB/FASB.

“NASBP recognized the impact that the FASB revenue recognition 
proposal would have on the membership, their businesses and their 
clients and immediately organized an educational campaign, 
engaged experts on the issue, and collaborated with organizations 
like CFMA and SFAA and others to take action in the best interests 
of surety professionals.”

patrick pribyl, lockton companies, llc

Fought to exclude the Federal Miller Act from periodic inflation  3

adjustments by creating a joint issue brief with SFAA that proposed an 
amendment to Title 41 USC §431a (d) (1) that would exclude the Miller 
Act from the statutory requirement. NASBP wrote letters of opposition 
and urged other contractor and subcontractor associations, such as 
AGC and ASA to do the same.
Finalized establishment of a Joint Government Relations Task Force  3

with SFAA with the objective of sharing information and collaborating 
on issues of common interest.

“The Minnesota DOT issued draft language on a new DBE provision, 
which included the possibility of bid security forfeiture for noncom-
pliance. NASBP staff was very helpful to get this removed and 
wrote an excellent letter to the MN DOT, pointing out that such a 
provision would be a misuse of bid security, and that the provision 
was contrary to Minnesota law. Ultimately, the bid bond forfeiture 
provision was removed from the provisions.”

terry starks, american agency, inc. 

Educated legislators on the negative impact of legislation that  3

diminishes bond requirements. For example, alerted Senator Olympia 
Snowe’s (R-ME) staff that her bill, S.3483, would increase the risk to 
sureties and make it difficult for freight forwarders to obtain the 
necessary bonding requirements. The legislation amends the way that 
property brokers, freight forwarders, and carriers are regulated by the 
Administrator of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 
(AFMCSA). The bill amends current law by requiring a freight forwarder 
or broker to furnish a bond, proof of a trust fund or other surety, or the 
combination of such sureties, in a form and amount and from a provider 
determined by AFMCSA.
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Took action against resident agent countersignature laws in multiple  3

jurisdictions by convincing officials to correct their bid documents that 
discriminate unlawfully against licensed non-resident agents. Throughout 
the year NASBP alerted state officials, including those in Arizona, 
Mississippi, and Florida, that resident agent countersignature preference 
requirements violate the rights of licensed non-resident agents under the 
Privileges and Immunities Clause and the Equal Protection Clause of the 
U.S. Constitution. Such laws have been eliminated in every state through 
acts of state legislatures or through judicial decisions declaring them 
unconstitutional. Frequently, these requirements are placed in bidding 
documents by personnel in state or local governmental units who are not 
aware of the case law striking down such requirements or that the statute 
has been amended to remove such preferences.

“Through NASBP’s actions we were able to gain clarity as it relates to 
countersignature requirements on bonds for Mississippi DOT and State 
Aid Projects. Thanks to NASBP staff and immediate cooperation from 
Mississippi’s Office of State Aid Road Construction, it was determined 
that countersignatures are no longer required as long as a qualified 
non-resident agent was signing the bonds.”

robert Freel, Mcgriff seibels and Williams

Opposed proposed bond threshold increases in multiple states. For  3

example, NASBP submitted a letter in opposition to a proposed rule by 
the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development to increase the 
bonding thresholds for public improvement or work projects under-
taken by state or local governmental units.

nasbp advocated for increased  
opportunities for and resources to  
small construction businesses
“NASBP has been such a strong ally and proponent of small 
businesses and the bond guarantee program. It’s one of the 
principal reasons we’ve expanded the activity – up 41% in bond 
guarantees, up over 50% in the value of contracts we bond. NASBP 
has been, and I’m confident will continue to be, a strong ally for 
outreach efforts, for advocacy; it’s a pleasure working with NASBP, 
and I’m proud to recognize the organization.”

Frank lalumiere, u.s. small business administration Office of surety guarantees

Received an award on behalf of the bond producer community during the  3

U.S. SBA’s National Small Business Week for its contribution to the SBA 
Surety Bond Guarantee Program. Since the passage of the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), which made significant 
enhancements to the Surety Bond Guarantee Program, the number of 
bonds written in the Program has dramatically increased and more surety 
companies have sought and are seeking to participate in the Program.
Spoke to procurement officers from the U.S. Department of State to  3

discuss the importance of bonding federal projects overseas and to 
expand the role of small businesses on overseas projects.
Continued NASBP’s campaign initiated in 2009 advocating for further  3

reforms to the SBA Surety Bond Guarantee Program that would have a 
positive impact on the Program and that would be necessary to 
enhance opportunities for small businesses. For example, NASBP staff 
met with multiple members of Congress to push for their support of 
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providing grants to women-, minority- and veteran-owned construction 
firms in order to obtain funds to hire professional service providers 
such as legal, accounting and other advisers. Also, NASBP and SFAA 
jointly crafted a two-page summary of suggested enhancements to the 
SBA Bond Guarantee Program. NASBP encouraged the membership to 
share the piece with their members of Congress. NASBP initiated a 
campaign to make permanent the enhancements made to the SBA 
Surety Bond Guarantee Program that were included in the economic 
stimulus package and met with staff of the Senate Small Business 
Committee and other members of Congress throughout the year. 
NASBP recently proposed to the U.S. SBA the creation of a steering 
group of bond producers to meet regularly with the staff of the Office of 
Surety Guarantees (OSG) to provide producer guidance and direction with the 
objective of enhancing the visibility and function of the Program.

“NASBP has a genuine concern for assisting small, emerging 
contractors. I was fortunate enough to participate recently in a 
program where NASBP helped the Atlanta office of the U.S. 
Department of Transportation to provide education and technical 
assistance to help small and disadvantaged businesses to become 
qualified to bid on and acquire transportation-related contracts. An 
educational bonding workshop was provided as well as individual 
interviews between surety professionals and the small business 
owners to discuss and advise on the particulars of their situation. 
Everyone felt it was a huge success.”

brian hughes, yates insurance, inc.

Supported government agencies, in addition to the SBA, that sought to  3

help small, emerging businesses. NASBP submitted a letter to the 
Director of Minority Business Development of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce offering NASBP guidance and expertise to help his 
Department reach its goal of identifying $100 million in private capital 
through a public/private partnership to create bonding opportunities for 
minority-owned construction firms. Also, NASBP members voluntarily 
participated in the joint Bonding Education Programs of the SFAA and 
the U.S. DOT. These programs offered small emerging contractors 
educational seminars on how to obtain surety credit and interviews with 
surety professionals to help them prepare their financial documents. 
NASBP members met with participants and/or conducted intake 
interviews for the Programs held in Chicago, Atlanta, and Dallas.

nasbp provided surety bond producers 
critical resources and market intelligence
“NASBP’s new e-newsletter, NASBP SmartBrief, providing current 
and insightful knowledge on events that are shaping our industry, is 
a powerful tool assisting us in our role as an advisor to our clients in 
this down economy.”

carl Dohn, Dohn & Maher associates

Introduced the  3 Pipeline e-newsletter’s column, titled Legal Spotlight, 
that analyzes current legal issues facing producers and their clients, such 
as risks of green building requirements and the ConsensusDOCS Green 
Building Addendum, subdivision bonds, new mortgage broker licensing 
and bond requirements, contractor liability under the Civil False Claims 
Act, building sustainable federal projects, and the SBA women-owned 
small business federal contracting program.
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Educated the membership about surety issues. NASBP staff made  3

presentations on state and federal legislative and regulatory issues 
impacting the surety industry at four Regional Meetings as well as to 
member offices.
Developed a convenient chart of NASBP mortgage broker bond laws  3

by state as a resource to members in view of the many changes 
triggered by the Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage  
Licensing Act of 2008.

“We rely heavily on NASBP when confronted with national and state 
legislative issues impacting the surety industry. The educational and 
informational tools provided through NASBP have served as 
tremendous support when dealing with attacks on the surety 
product or the overall viability of the surety industry.”

thomas english, thomas Mcgee, l.c.

Provided the membership information to help them manage their  3

operations and advise their clients with regard to the downturn of the 
economy. NASBP summarized the results of interviews and of market 
surveys taken of the membership. The information compiled perspectives 
of executives of surety companies, reinsurers, and reinsurance brokers, 
NASBP members and surety company affiliates.
Entered an agreement with CFMA to provide NASBP members, affiliates,  3

and associates a discount on their purchase of the, “CFMA Annual Survey 
and Benchmarking Builder CD,” a tool for comparing clients’ companies’ 
financials with those of the participants in the survey.
Arranged a NASBP discount off the registration fee for the American  3

Institute of Certified Public Accountant’s (AICPA) National Construction 
Industry Conference held December 2-3, 2010. Panels of experts 
addressed surety issues at this event.
Created a convenient, timesaving resource, Version 2 of the Producers  3

Tool Kit, that has more than 12 templates of electronic forms commonly 
utilized by producers. Among these are a contractor questionnaire, 
financial statements, work-in-progress reports, and bond-request forms.
Provided new information on how to use ConsensusDOCS bond  3

forms and documents, such as Guidebooks on the documents, a 
revamped ConsensusDOCS web site, and web seminars on topics 
including administrative forms, the AIA documents, and green 
building. NASBP continues to provide free access to the 11 Consensus-
DOCS bond forms on the NASBP web site.
Provided member assistance on a variety of industry matters, such as  3

state green building mandates and performance bonds, claims 
processing, resident agent countersignature requirements, producer 
licensing, bond issues with U.S. agencies, warranty requirements in 
contracts, construction industry standard form documents, and 
information about projects funded by the American Recovery and  
Reinvestment Act.

nasbp educated industry associations 
about the protections of surety bonds
“Increasingly over recent years, MCAA has come to rely on and 
value NASBP’s solid professionalism and wide-ranging expertise on 
a variety of legislative and regulatory issues relating to procurement 
and project financial administration issues. NASBP’s openness to 
inter-association collaboration has proven invaluable for MCAA 
members’ efforts in policymaking forums in Washington DC. 
NASBP, uniquely, is consistently open to collaborative efforts 
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among associations that build cooperative achievements and 
relationships among groups that our industry should rely on more. 
For me personally, as an industry lobbyist and advocate, the ability 
to work closely with NASBP’s professional staff has paid off many 
times in solid advances for the industry’s best interests.”

John Mcnerney, Mechanical contractors association of america 

Engaged the leadership of national trade associations representing  3

construction and surety constituencies, such as AGC of America, 
American Subcontractors Association, Inc. (ASA), Associated Specialty 
Contractors, Inc., CFMA, EJCDC, MCAA, and local surety associations 
to educate them about critical surety issues. NASBP regularly alerts the 
staff of these organizations of legislation that will negatively affect the 
interests of their membership and encourages them to take action. 
Discussed at the Quality Construction Alliance (QCA) National Issues  3

Conference in Washington, DC the importance of protecting the surety 
bond product and of supporting H.R. 3771.
Met regularly with key trade association staff to discuss issues of   3

mutual importance and concerns about the coming year. For example, 
NASBP met with each staff of AGC of America’s four Construction 
Divisions who made a presentation to the NASBP leadership about 
initiatives AGC is taking to address the downturn in the economy. Also, 
NASBP’s leadership met with the Executive Vice President of the ASA 
to exchange issues and concerns and to identify opportunities for 
collaboration.

“NASBP has built and continues to build great relationships with many 
trade associations, such as AGC, ASA, ASC, IRMI, CFMA and SFAA 
and others. NASBP works often with these industry associations that 
represent contractors, subcontractors, and surety companies whose 
constituents benefit from the protections of the surety product.”

sarah Finn, iMa of colorado, inc.

Educated the members of construction and insurance associations that  3

producers interact with daily. NASBP delivered educational programs, 
such as panel presentations and webinars on the surety product and 
the outlook for the surety market to members of construction and 
insurance organizations, such as, AGC of America, CFMA and National 
Association of Insurance Women (NAIW).

nasbp promoted the status and role of 
the bond producer
“Being asked to the table by AIA for the purpose of being actively 
involved in the revision of the A310 and A312 bond forms clearly 
demonstrates the increased importance of NASBP in the surety 
industry. The staff of NASBP in Washington, DC kept our member-
ship apprised of the final changes to allow them to be ahead of the 
curve since they are the end-users of the product.”

todd loehnert, Wells Fargo insurance services of Kentucky, inc.

Succeeded not only in convincing the American Institute of Architects  3

(AIA) to revise their standard contract document bond forms taking 
into account producer perspectives, but also to invite NASBP to review 
and comment on drafts of the forms and to collaborate with NASBP in 
the drafting of a commentary and comparison document that describes 
how the new forms differ from the earlier version. In June, NASBP 
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jointly with SFAA and AIA issued a press release announcing the 
release of the revised forms and presented a virtual seminar on the 
revised forms. NASBP has made the audio recording of that program 
available to the membership.
Provided access to information and skill sets needed for business  3

success. NASBP provided a forum where surety professionals can  
learn how to expand their book of business from top producers in the 
industry. NASBP developed and held the Association’s first Sales 
Workshop instructed by three producers and by a Fortune 500 company 
sales consultant who shared their personal techniques and advice. 
Because of the high attendance and interest, NASBP has scheduled 
another Workshop as well as an advanced level Workshop in 2011.

“The NASBP Sales Workshop was highly educational and engaging 
event and provided the opportunity to learn the successful habits of 
top producers and to approach sales from a different angle. The 
Workshop gave me great ideas and processes that I immediately 
implemented into our company’s sales culture.”

chad Martin, tis insurance services, inc.

Nominated a NASBP member to represent NASBP on the U.S. Customs/ 3

Surety Executive Committee. This Committee includes the U.S. Customs 
and Border Protection Service and several surety associations.
Promoted NASBP member firms through publication of articles in  3

NASBP’s e-newsletter, Pipeline, and industry magazines, such as ABC’s 
The Construction Executive; AGC’s Constructor magazine; and 
Engineering News-Record. These articles featured NASBP members 
providing their perspective and expertise as bond producers. Also, 
NASBP distributed the American Bar Association’s Public Contract Law 
Journal, Vol. 39, No. 1 Winter 2010 article titled, “The Importance of 
Surety Bond Verification,” that was co-authored by NASBP CEO Mark 
McCallum and SFAA General Counsel Edward Gallagher.
Participated in contractor and specialty contractor programs providing  3

presentations focusing on the value of suretyship and on the services 
that the producer brings to successful surety relationships. For 
example, NASBP officers, jointly with Cygnus Construction Group, 
participated in a webinar that described the role of the bond producer 
in helping small emerging contractors obtain bonding.

nasbp delivered online and face-to-face 
professional development resources 
critical to surety professionals’ and their 
clients’ businesses
“We have found the virtual seminars to be very beneficial to both 
our underwriting and claims staff. The seminar presentations have 
provided valuable information relative to key industry issues in both 
a concise and cost effect manner. The extent to which topic experts 
have stepped up to offer their insight is very impressive. The end 
result is better informed surety professionals that can in turn 
provide the best service to their bond customers.”

ralph v. pulver, travelers bond & Financial products

Delivered critical business intelligence to more than 3,000 individuals  3

through NASBP’s Virtual Seminars. The seminars helped members train 
their staff and advance their firms’ knowledge of the surety line of 
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business on 22 different topics. Included among these were “Bonding 
Reservation Projects and Tribal and Indian-Owned Construction 
(Presented in collaboration with Pearlman Association)” and “Onerous 
Contract Terms: Damages, Performance Guarantees, Default Triggers, 
and Other Contract.” NASBP made audio recordings available of  
these virtual seminars available to the membership to download at  
their convenience.
Provided bond producers at the NASBP Annual Meeting educational  3

programs to help them improve and manage their operations. Organized 
seminars on the topics of revenue producing opportunities through 
commercial surety and addressing risk in the claims process in a tight 
economy. NASBP also secured William R. Berkley, an industry visionary 
and founder of the successful insurance holding company, W.R. Berkley 
Corporation, to speak on his unique outlook on the banking industry.

“The William J. Angell Surety School, a gateway of knowledge for 
those entering the bonding industry, enables students to relate with 
the instructors through real life examples. I felt it provided me with 
the tools to understand the importance of surety, while offering me 
an opportunity to create a strong network of lifelong friendships.”

steven tucker, tucker agency, ltd.

Developed the Association’s first online course, authored by the NASBP  3

Commercial Surety Committee, that addresses the fundamentals of 
commercial surety.
Revised and updated  3 The Basic Bond Book, the Association’s introductory 
resource to the surety product for surety professionals entering the 
industry and an integral reference for the Level I of the William J. Angell 
Surety School. The guide is jointly produced with AGC.

“Virtual Seminars are wonderful and always very timely for us. 
Knowledgeable presenters share extremely useful information and 
we come away with important material we can use right away. The 
NASBP Seminars are truly a valued added resource provided by  
the NASBP. Members of our group who are not able to participate 
in the live Seminars make sure they listen to the recordings  
soon afterwards.”

 Katherine J. Foreit, Marsh usa inc.

BECOME ACTIVE TODAY! 

To find out how to become active in NASBP, contact Dasha brock  

at dbrock@nasbp.org or call 202-686-3700 today.

To read more testimonials, visit the  
membership pages at nasbp.org.
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National Association of  
Surety Bond Producers
1140 19th Street, NW, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20036 

tel: (202) 686-3700 
fax: (202) 686-3656
www.nasbp.org
info@nasbp.org

Printed in the United States on  
50% recycled paper containing  
15% post-consumer content.

January 
NASBP launches the first of 22 Virtual 
Seminars that target the needs and interests 
of members, affiliates, and associates. By 
year-end, more than 3,000 people 
participated; triple the previous year’s 
number of participants. 

February
NASBP Officer John Rindt participates in a 
panel on the bond claim process to more 
than 200 construction and surety industry 
representatives during the annual meeting of 
the AGC Surety Bonding/Construction Risk 
Management Committees. 

March
NASBP addresses the first of several resident 
agent countersignature issues members bring 
to NASBP’s attention in 2010. By the end of 
the year, NASBP receives correspondence 
from most of these state officials indicating 
that they have or plan to address the issue as 
a result of NASBP contacting them.

april
NASBP holds the NASBP Annual Meeting 
with record attendance, up 6% in comparison 
with last year. Keynote Speaker William 
Berkley of W.R. Berkley Corporation 
captivates his audience, and presentations 
on commercial surety and claims attract 
“standing room only” crowds. 

May
NASBP, AIA, and SFAA agree to issue a joint 
press release announcing the publication of 
the new AIA A312 performance bond and 
payment bond and the AIA A310 bid bond 
forms. Since 2008, NASBP has participated 
in industry meetings discussing the revisions 
and suggested that AIA publish a commentary 
on the changes. AIA does. The trio agrees to 
produce jointly a NASBP virtual seminar 
discussing the changes to the bond forms.

June
NASBP visits the offices of more than 50 
members of Congress during its annual 
Fly-in Day, where five key policymakers 
speak on issues of concern to the member-
ship. NASBP receives an award on behalf of 
the producer community during the U.S. 
SBA’s National Small Business Week for its 
contribution to the SBA Surety Bond 

Guarantee Program. NASBP Officers and 
two affiliates participate on a surety panel at 
the CFMA Conference to a crowd of more 
than 400.

July
NASBP publishes the first issue of its new 
weekly e-newsletter, NASBP SmartBrief,  
that the membership can use as a client 
education tool in addition to keeping 
themselves abreast of industry news.  
NASBP Committee Chairman Darrin Weber 
participates in the first of a series of calls with 
CFMA representatives to analyze the impact 
of the FASB revenue recognition proposal.

august
NASBP launches the power of the SuretyConnect 
online networking hub that provides the 
membership with access to an immense 
bank of knowledge and resources through 
e-group discussions.

septeMber
NASBP mobilizes the membership to 
respond to FASB proposed standards  
on revenue recognition and multiemployer 
pension plans. NASBP submits written 
comments to FASB on all of these and 
encourages the membership to submit 
comments expressing their professional views.

OctOber 
NASBP wraps up the last of four successful 
Regional Meetings held during the summer 
and fall. Presentations from the meetings 
provided a variety of substantive programs 
that addressed the FASB proposed standard 
on revenue recognition, federal contracting 
opportunities, the banking industry, and more.

nOveMber 
NASBP’s Midyear Meeting generates 
enthusiasm to build on the success of the 
programs introduced in 2010 and to 
undertake new programs in 2011, such as 
development of a risk management online 
course and of new educational workshops.   

DeceMber 
The NASBP has new state-of-the-art 
headquarters. NASBP offices move one 
block to 1140 19th Street NW, Suite 800, 
Washington, DC. 
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